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T

he Salon Des Grands is a professional trade show dedicated to specialized fashion brands for tall people.

It is the only event in Europe for tall people that meets the real demand from tall customers who are
unable to find the fashion they are looking for in mass-market brands.
The Salon des Grands is a unique opportunity for exhibitors to substantially increase their sales as well as
their customer database.

Would you like to seize a unique business opportunity and expand your sales potentiel?
Have you recently created your own Brand and would like to directly be in touch
with customers eager to discover new fashion?

The price per m², highly attractive in comparison with other shows, offers an immediate return on investment.
This salon offers :
An optimized business development opportunity as you are in direct contact with tall people from
all over France who are looking for products they cannot find elsewhere.
Potential clients who spend on average €182 during the show (source: "Altitudes").
93 % of the exhibitors who answered our questionnaire considered that the event surpassed their expectations and confirmed their willingness to return.
All this, in a warm atmosphere with a dedicated team at your disposal.

Meet their customers or prospects with a minimum of fuss
Benefit from Improved Visibility
Acquire new customers
Increase sales
Exchange and network with other professionals and visitors
Enjoy the media coverage of the event (a press agency is hired explicitly to communicate on
behalf of the event via the usual media).

M

ore than a shopping event, this show is a rewarding experience both on a human and professional . This is
a unique moment when exhibitors can meet and share, fully part of their business schedule as a boosting
moment .

T

his event is the largest gathering of tall people in France! The only show that allows Tall Fashion Brands to
meet tall women and men.

The event addresses everyone, some visitors or exhibitors come from all over Europe.

O

riginally, the show was dedicated exclusively to footwear and clothing. It is now open to any product or
service that makes daily life easier for tall people (furniture, appliances...).

We organize events during the show so that visitors can have an extended shopping experience at the Salon
Des Grands :
2 catwalks
4 image coaching workshops with the possiblity of personalized advice at the fitting session.
Celebrity Guests
These events highlight products sold by the exhibitors and help stimulate purchases.

T

he show takes place in Paris, the French fashion capital at Espace Charenton in the 12th arrondissement.
The venue offers a surface of 1000m² and easy access for exhibitors to unload their goods. It is also well
served by public transport; visitors have the choice betwee metro, tram & bus.
This ease of access allows people to visit the show no matter where they are coming from.

I

t is the only tradeshow open to the public where professionals specialized in tall fashion can effectively
reach their customers. There are 1,700,000 tall French people, however they often rely on word of
mouth, advertising or grandshopping.fr developed by "Altitudes”. Visitors and exhibitors have a real common interest in participating in the event because it allows them to see fashion and brands they would
otherwise not discover.

Y

ou will find below an overview of the media who covered the show: newspapers, television, radio, websites and blogs, through stories, articles, and coverage in the news. To read or listen to some examples
please visit: www.salondesgrands.com/presse.

Alexandra Project Manager and Board Member of Altitudes

Didier Chairman of Altitudes

Nathanaël Vice-Chairman of Altitudes,
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Laurence Treasurer of
Altitudes

Lucie Public Relations,
Exhibitor Prospection

Rose Logistics &
Exhibitor Relations

Jill Fashion Designer for Tall People & Catwalk
Organizer

James Exhibitor
Prospection

Mike Exhibitor Prospection

Sophie Exhibitor Prospection

Anne-Gaëlle Exhibitor Prospection

Marlène Exhibitor Prospection

There are many volunteers from the association who welcome both visitors and exhibitors during the
show, they also perform various tasks during the event.

Visitors who want to come back

Average Spend

4

Exhibitors who want
to come back

Image coaching
workshops

Over

Total Surface
Visitors in 2 Days

12

Dedicated Salon Team

S

ince its first edition in 2010, the Salon Des Grands has made great strides in terms of awareness and attendance. This combined with our strong media outreach has allowed us to grow more and more.

Today the foundations of the "Salon Des Grands" are laid and we want to go further...

S

ince the 2013 edition the Salon des Grands has taken on another dimension by offering various activities
(coaching workshop and catwalks). We wish to develop this aspect and offer visitors a fun shopping experience. The 2015 edition will once again offer a catwalk with the presence of artists to animate the show.
Other novelties are also expected to make your visit a truly pleasurable moment .

A

significant first for the Salon; last year we were honoured to welcome two talented artists who
attended and supporter the event.

The 2014 edition was held under the patronage of Eric Antoine (2m) and Delannoy Solène (1m87).
Both represent perfectly the spirit of the Salon des Grands: that of considering being tall as an asset!

Solène presented an extract
from her one-woman show with
the sketch Solène 1m87 and also
presented the fashion show with
just the right amount of humour.

Tall, funny, illusionist, magician and extremely talented, Éric Antoine attended the
salon last October. He was seduced by our
project because he is perfectly aware of the
problems tall people face when choosing
shoes and clothing.

O

ur post-show surveys reveal that the Salon des Grands has a high level of satisfaction amongst visitors;
the vast majority intend to return. They are also keen to find the latest trends and styles. We hope to
work with the major brands to expand the exhibition area in order to accommodate more exhbitors, attract
more visitors and offer them more choices.

S

ince the 2011 edition, the media has extensively participated in the event which has been extremely
positive for the visibility of the event and for the exhibitors that benefit from this increased exposure in
the media. As the press also relays information on the difficulty in finding suitable clothing for tall women
and tall men, the subject has become a topic of general interest .
Our ambition is to further develop our visibility and exposure before the show so we can attract more visitors, and also ensure the presence of the media during the show.

T

he "Altitudes" association, founded in 1991 initiated this event that continues to grow every year both in
terms of visitors and exhibitors .

The goal of "Altitudes" was originally to bring attention to the problems that tall people face everyday.
Today, under the leadership of its President Didier Mattiuzzi and with the help of many volunteer members, the association has great diversity in its activities: organization of cultural events, themed parties,
leisure, regional branches, not to mention the famous committe meetings at the café "Le Père Tranquille"
in Paris: friendly moments during which members or prospective members can come together to discuss
and share regarding the adventure of being a full head (or more!) taller.
In addition, the association organizes the two following main events :
The Salon des Grands and the Nuit des grands (after-show party).

"Altitudes" brings together men and women of all ages and backgrounds. Today it has become a real community that truly conveys the phenomenon of evolution in population size. This group of people is constantly looking for new products and new clothing brands, shoes, or even everyday products made for them.
Offering them full satisfaction is the objective of the show.

ALTITUDES
Maison des associations du 14ème - BAL 17
22, rue Deparcieux – 75014 PARIS
SIRET : 394 524 292 00049
http://www.altitudes.asso.fr
Chairman : Didier Mattiuzzi, +33 (0)6 09 55 04 21

Becoming an exhibitor at the "Salon des Grands" means taking advantage of a unique opportunity to sell directly and expand your network.
It is the perfect time to advertize your brand and improve your image
among tall men and women as they have high expectations in terms
of quality, choice and prices.

To contact us, write to us at :
contact@salondesgrands.com
Or contact Didier Mattiuzzi , in charge of relations with English
speaking exhibitors :
+33 (0)6 09 55 04 21

